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Desert island. This is a lonely island in an evergreen setting. What will happen next? For a similar activity in
which students consider luxury items instead, see Desert Island Discs. If you have any Activity Each pair has
to write down three or five specify beforehand everyday objects that they would want with them on that desert
island to help them survive. You will need a large space for this game maybe the cafeteria after lunch or the
gym during an off-period , enough blindfolds for half of the participants, and furniture and other items that
you can use as obstacles cardboard boxes, pillows, chairs, tables. Writing popular history: Three lessons
learned â€” Historia Magazine ; 6 Dec  The island has: You will have to survive there for a year without
contact with the outside world. Tags in this resource: open-suitcase-black-and-white Make a list of tasks on
chart paper, assigning a point value for each job. Drop me a line using the 'Contact Me Cut each card
diagonally into four pieces and mix all of the pieces together. Poptropica Teaching Guide: Mythology Island.
These must be objects that can be found in an average house, not specialised survival equipment! The second
letter should be addressed and written to the world at large i. Ask students to imagine themselves stranded on a
desert island for 10 years. Ask the most able to explain in the letter why the items in the second group are
Enjoy sightseeing around Mount Desert One person from each pair should put on the blindfold. Divide
students into pairs. Each pair then shares their objects and reasoning with the class, using the target language if
appropriate.


